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The true mental problems of humanity not only emerge from a spiritual, soul, intuitive or physical
situation, but they are also reflections of a great disharmony in the incarnated life and in the unjust
relationship with the Kingdoms of Nature.

But there are many more factors, besides those mentioned. Each consciousness carries a history that
is also cosmic and unknown, a history not yet revealed to the majority, a history that had a veil
placed over it so that the soul that is still going through its experience on Earth would be able to
bear its transformation and redemption.

But there is an important factor in mental illness, which is the lack of love that the consciousness
itself may have felt during its first years of life or during its gestation in the maternal womb. 

The cause of the mental maladjustments, spiritually speaking, has different provenances and origins.
But there are sequels that the consciousness begins to manifest until it manages to perceive the
reality it is going through, or not.

While the human being participates in the massacre of animals, deforestation, the extracting of
minerals and petroleum, there will be an increasing mental imbalance as a common denominator in
humanity.

The suffering caused by the race itself will have to be compensated for and balanced in some way.

Mental maladjustments, in the majority of cases, opens uncertain doors that can be contained with
adding the energy of medications, and the consequences of the maladjustments occur because of
losing common sense, vision and mission of the purpose, and especially because of the absence of
contact with the soul.

These are the times in which love will be able to sustain that which the majority of humanity
despises and rejects.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


